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Chapter

Virtual Bronchoscopy for Tumors and Traumatic Lesions of the Airways

Kotlyarov Peter Mikhaylovich

Abstract

The given MSCT of 26 patients with tumoral damage of a trachea is analyzed. Data of MSCT of 61 patients with tumoral damage of bronchial tubes of primary and secondary genesis and hyperplastic lymph nodes are analyzed. In the analysis, a comprehensive analysis of the native, post-processing data and volumetric reconstructions allows more fully appreciating the nature of the changes, the topography, the extent and prevalence of neoplastic lesions tracheobronchial system. Differential diagnostics of benign and malignant lesions are conducted especially in the stenotic lesions when execution of bronchofibroscopy was impossible. Virtual bronchoscopy (VB) MSCT allowed determining the presence of a complete or partial rupture of the main bronchus, its distance to the bifurcation of the trachea, the state of the collapsed lung, the presence of fluid in the hemithorax, and secondary changes in the bone structures of the chest. The VB played an important role in monitoring the adequacy of reconstructive measures on the damaged bronchus, excluding the occurrence of postoperative stenosis. Virtual bronchoscopy of multispiral computed tomography with the capabilities of multiplanar and volumetric reconstructions and post-processing image processing is an optimal noninvasive method for determining the traumatic lesion of the main bronchi and monitoring the success of the reconstructive surgical manual.
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1. Virtual bronchoscopy multislice computer tomography in diagnostics of neoplastic lesions of the tracheobronchial systems

1.1 Introduction

The defeat of the tracheobronchial system (TBS) by cancer is 17.8% in men and 3.7% in women [1]. Trachea, in addition to primary tumors, can be affected a second time with cancers of the esophagus, thyroid, and lungs. A number of benign tumors grow inside the lumen of the trachea and bronchi, causing a violation of the lung ventilation. Large bronchi may be secondarily affected in the central and peripheral forms of lung cancer [2–4]. The introduction of clinical practice of multispiral computed tomography (MSCT) clinical practice, new technologies of data collection, and post-processing image processing allowed developing a program of
3D reconstruction of the tracheobronchial system (TBS) with the ability to view its inner surface in real-time virtual bronchoscopy (VB) [2–16]. In addition to VB methods such as minimum and maximum intensity (MinIP, MIP) images, the mode of shaded surfaces—VTR allow to assess the state of the outer wall of the TBS, the relationship with adjacent organs and tissues [4, 5, 8, 16]. Comparison of the data of FBS and VB of the zone of interest showed their coincidence in the evaluation of the macrostructure of the bronchial lumen, the presence of intrabronchial tumor masses, and their type and localization [4, 9, 12]. In addition, the study of the bronchus distal to the stenosis at bronchoscopy is difficult and VB is the only method giving the possibility to evaluate the macrostructure of the bronchus beyond the area of narrowing [2, 5, 16]. The restrained attitude to VB of radiologists of foreign countries at the initial stage of data accumulation was replaced by a wide application of the method in clinical practice, as indicated by a significant increase in publications in recent years [2, 3, 7–13]. The purpose of the study is to clarify the concept of VB techniques and their role in improving the diagnostic information content of CT in the diagnosis and prevalence of neoplastic lesions of TBS.

1.2 Materials and methods of research

The MSCT data of 26 patients with tracheal tumor lesions were analyzed. Adenoid cystic cancer of the trachea was observed in 10 (32, 25%) patients, squamous cell in 6 (of 19.35%) patients, and neoplastic lesions of the trachea in 5 patients; the process has spread outside the body wall infiltrating the surrounding tissue. Of 10 (32, 25%) patients who had benign tumor, 4 had adenoma of the trachea, 3 had polyp, and 3 had papillomatosis. We analyzed patients’ data of 61 MSCT with a neoplastic lesion of the bronchi of primary and secondary origin and hyperplastic lymph nodes. Lung cancer took place in 35 (57.37%) patients, metastatic lung damage and lymph nodes were observed in 5 (8.19%), and post-inflammatory hyperplasia of the lymph node adjacent to the bronchus in 4 (6.55%). In 17 (27, 86%) patients, benign bronchial formations of adenoma—8, polyposis—5 and papillomatosis—4 were revealed.

The diagnosis was verified in all patients in the process of material sampling in FBS and morphology according to the results of surgery.

MSCT was performed on 128-slice computed tomography company “GE Healthcare”, model “Optima CT 660”. Post-processing data processing, obtaining virtual bronchograms, and 3D imaging were performed at the workstation “Optima CT 660”. Postprocessing data processing, obtaining virtual bronchograms, and 3D imaging were performed at the workstation “Optima CT 660”. Постпроцессинговая обработка данных, получение виртуальных бронхограмм. 3D изображений проводилась на рабочей станции Advantage Workstation (GE). Toshiba Aquilion 16 (16-slice) and Aquilion ONE (320-slice) according to the previously described method [4–6, 26]. A comparative analysis of the value of different methods of MSCT VB in determining the lesion of TBS showed the need to use them in a complex for the full characteristics of both the intraluminal part of the trachea, carina, the main bronchi, and the outer wall in the images of the minimum (MinIP) and maximum intensity (MIP). For the reconstruction of 3D data in the images of virtual bronchoscopy, the technique of three-dimensional modeling was used, which produced a three-dimensional array with the display of the inner and the outer surface of the bronchi. Based on these data, a VB examination of the tracheobronchial tree was performed using VB fly-through method and volumetric reconstruction of the lung and its structures. In order to obtain the outer surface of the lung, trachea, or bronchi, the technique of obtaining an image of shaded surfaces and volume conversion was used. The complex analysis necessarily includes the data of native MSCT, the results of which allow avoiding false positive and negative conclusions in the presence of mucus and scar changes in the TBS.
1.3 Results of a research

Data of CT VB of 16 patients with cancer of the trachea were analyzed. At VB tumor mass spreading inside the body lumen was multinodular masses presented heterogeneous density and narrowing the lumen of the organ. The tumor was localized on the wall of the trachea with a wide base, spreading along it or circularly. The tracheal rings of the affected area were not visualized. Followed by multiplanar image reconstruction in MinIP mode, shaded surfaces and volume data transformations allowed visualizing the distribution of neoplastic lesions in the wall of the trachea, the length and volume of the lesion, and the degree of overlap of the organ lumen (Figure 1). In 11 patients, the tumor was localized within the tissues of the organ, without infiltrating the surrounding tissue, and in 5 patients, the tracheal wall sprouted and spread to the mediastinal tissue and esophagus (1 patient). In 6 out of 11 patients, the outer edge of the wall had a flat surface and the tumor process spread mainly along the inner surface of the organ, without infiltrating the wall. Thickening of the tracheal wall was observed in five patients, indicating its tumor infiltration. The nonorgan part of the tumor was heterogeneous and multi-nodular, without clear contours with the surrounding tissue. Tumors of the trachea chaotically accumulated a contrast material during bolus contrast enhancement. Followed by multiplanar reconstruction in MIP and MinIP modes, an unorganized component of the trachea cancer was clearly identified. Signs of esophageal germination were compression, overlapping of its lumen, and dilation above the site of infiltration (one patient). Increased regional lymph nodes (diameter 13–17 mm) were additionally determined in five patients, indicating a high degree of probability of metastatic lesions. This MSCT VB did not allow determining the morphological variant of malignant lesions and the state of the tracheal mucosa of the affected area and intact areas.

Figure 1.

AQ-Adenocystic cancer of a trachea – On the right – MSCT – on the right – a sidewall of a trachea is defined the tumor on the wide basis (sagittal section), uneven, hilly contours sprouting the right – a trachea sidewall (an axial cut). At the left below – VB – the hilly tumor on the wide basis stenoses a trachea lumen (carrying out BFS is impossible); at the left above – VB – distally tumors a wall of a trachea of an intact.
The MSCT data of 10 patients with benign tracheal formations were analyzed. Benign formations were characterized by a smooth surface, homogeneous internal structure, no infiltration of the wall, and the destruction of the cartilage of the trachea. Benign tumor of the trachea performed into the lumen of it making its lumen narrowed (Figure 2a, b). Focal changes emanating from the exterior pushed them to the opposite side without narrowing of lumen and signs of infiltration of the exterior wall.

Figure 2.

a. Carina adenoma of a trachea – MIP, axial cut – deformation of a carina of a trachea due to formation of uniform structure. b. VB – in the field of a carina is defined the correct form, a smooth surface tumor.
With growth in the direction of the esophagus, the latter was also pushed aside by the formation without signs of its infiltration. Papillomatosis, polyps manifested by visualization of smooth, on the peduncle, the correct form coming from the mucous linear structures localized on the side wall of the trachea (Figure 3).

As shown by the combined analysis of native MSCT data and VB techniques (fly-through, MinIP, MIP, and 3D reconstruction), this approach is highly effective in the predictive test of the nature of both primary and secondary organ damage. Benign formations (adenoma, polyp, and others) were characterized by the presence of peduncles, linking the formation and mucous trachea, the wall of which was not thickened or infiltrated. The benign one went out into the lumen of the trachea. It had the right shape, smooth surface, and homogeneous structure. Secondary displacements of the trachea by benign processes emanating from the mediastinum and the esophagus are manifested by the displacement of the organ to the opposite side from the formation, without signs of infiltration of the wall.

Thus, the signs of malignancy tumors of the trachea were wide base and destruction of the adjacent cartilage structures, a rough bumpy surface, infiltration of the wall of the trachea in length, the output of the process beyond the body with tissue infiltration in the mediastinum, spreading to the esophagus. Additional signs of malignancy of changes were visualizations of enlargement of regional lymph nodes.

The data of MSCT VB in 35 patients with lung cancer were analyzed. Three variant neoplastic lesions of the bronchi, mostly peribronchial, intrabronchial, and a combined form of infiltration were observed. As a result of the study, according to the methods of VB fly-through, the leading method of determining the macrostructure and the border of the intrabronchial lesion that were inside the lumen of the bronchus, multinodal, polypoid masses were visualized, usually located on a wide base, narrowing the bronchus down to complete obstruction (Figure 4a, b).

The cartilaginous structures of the bronchus in the affected area were not visualized. The distribution of the lesions in the area of the branching of the bronchi last
lost “pointed” appearance and grew deformed. Carina of the trachea with peribronchial spread the tumor from smooth and it turned into tumor growths covered with shapeless structure. Image of the trachea and bronchi in MIP and MinIP modes and 3D volumetric reconstructions completed the picture WB flythrough, allowing to evaluate the association of intrabronchial mass with pulmonary part of the tumor, and thus, to obtain a holistic view of the prevalence of lung cancer (Figure 5a, b).

In peribronchial infiltration (four patients with central cancer), semiotic signs in the mode of MinIP were visualized with varying degrees of local narrowing of the bronchial lumen. The transition of a changed plot of pathologically unchanged tissue of the bronchus was a border infiltration and was a “bayonet-like” extension of the lumen. The analysis showed the presence of sub-variants of peribronchial...
tumor growth—circular, when they infiltrated all the walls of the bronchi and focal-segmental, in which the tumor struck one of the walls of the bronchus. Method VB fly-through was detected in this group of patients, along with narrowing of the lumen of the bronchus and the disappearance of the rosary-like structure of the bronchi due to infiltration of the cartilaginous structures.

The mixed variant of TBS infiltration was characterized by a combination of symptoms of one and two variants of VB (six patients with central and two peripheral cancer). In addition to intrabronchial component of the tumor, peribronchial growth was determined in the direction of the main, lobar bronchi, trachea.

Figure 5.
a. Peripheral cancer of the right lung with centralization a) MIP, frontal reconstruction of 20 mm, a tumor grows up to a superlobar and intermediate bronchial tube. b. VB – in a proximal part of an intermediate bronchial tube tumoral masses.
One of the tasks of MSCT in lung cancer is to determine the boundaries of tumor infiltration and its prevalence in the proximal TBS, which is essential for the planning of the operation. This is due to the close connection in the area of the gates of the lungs and bronchi, large arterial and venous vessels, lymph nodes, and fibrous changes as a result of previous inflammatory processes, which make it difficult to detect tumor infiltration of the main bronchi and trachea according to native CT; however, it is essential for the planning of surgery [17]. Data native MSCT are not always enough to fully answer the question of the defeat of the trachea in lung cancer. Tumor infiltration can be observed in both central and peripheral cancer with centralization. Signs of infiltration at fly-through VB main bronchus, the trachea was narrowing of the lumen, no visualization of cartilage structures: bronchi become deformed tubular structure. The area of preserved cartilage structures indicated the edge of tumor infiltration. According to MSCT VB, three options of neoplastic lesions of the trachea with lung cancer were allocated—predominantly paratracheal (two patients), mainly intrabronchial (three patients), and combined form of infiltration (one patient). In the first variant—peritracheal infiltration—the leading technique was the analysis of images of MinIP, which allowed to clarify the data of the primary MSCT. Semiotic signs in the MinIP mode of infiltration of the external part of the trachea by the tumor were local narrowing of the tracheal lumen. The boundary of the infiltrated tissues, as in the case of bronchial lesions, was determined by the place of visualization of cartilaginous rings and the expansion of the tracheal lumen. With mainly intra-tracheal tumor growth, the leading technique for determining the macrostructure and the lesion boundary was VB and images in MinIP and MIP mode. When this cartilage structure was not visualized, the lumen bumpy, polyp-like mass. Cartilaginous structures of the affected area were not visualized (Figure 6a–c).

3D reconstructions in the mode of semitransparent or shaded surfaces were auxiliary in nature, giving a volumetric representation of the extent of changes and supplementing the data of both methods, both in the presence of changes and the boundaries of infiltrative changes. Construction of 3D reconstructions made it possible to obtain a three-dimensional image of the pathology zone and surrounding tissues, including vessels, comparing them with the tumor array, which allows for virtual reconstruction of the surgical intervention zone for optimal choice of surgical tactics.

In five patients, metastatic lesions of the lungs and lymph nodes of the organ gate were revealed (primary kidney cancer in three and colon cancer in two patients). Part of the foci infiltrated segmental, lobar bronchi, enlarged lymph node packages caused their compression, which led to a violation of ventilation of the affected segments and lung lobes up to the development of atelectasis. In VB fly-through of affected bronchi, narrowing lumen nodules and changes in the macrostructure of the bronchial wall in the infiltration zone were clearly identified as secondary foci when compared with the results of the analysis of MinIP images of the zone of interest and data of the native MSCT. When compression of the bronchus of the affected package metastatic lymph nodes were detected luminal narrowing without signs of the wall infiltration (Figure 7).

The MSCT data of 17 patients with benign tracheal formations (adenoma, polyp, and others) were analyzed. Benign tumors were characterized by the correct form, a smooth surface, a homogeneous internal structure, the absence of infiltration of the wall, and destruction of the cartilage of the bronchial wall. The localization in the mucous membrane of the tumor was visualized in the lumen of the bronchus, causing narrowing (Figure 8).

Papillomatosis, polyps manifested by the visualization of smooth, on the peduncle, the correct form of the structures emanating from the bronchial
mucosa. In some cases, the external pressure of the adjacent single enlarged lymph node can simulate a benign tumor (four patients). Comprehensive data analysis of native MSCT and fly-through VB allowed to determine that the deformation and narrowing of the lumen of the bronchus was associated with the presence of external pressure adjacent to the bronchial lymph node (Figure 9). The presence of visual information made it possible to develop a “road map” to perform FBS in order to determine the optimal place for the collection of material for cytological examination, to calculate the depth of the puncture of the wall of the affected bronchus part.

As shown by the combined analysis of native MSCT data and VB techniques, this approach is highly effective in predictive testing of the nature of both primary and secondary TBS lesions. In benign formations (adenoma, polyp, and others), the macrostructure of cartilage structures was preserved, and there was no infiltration of the surrounding tissues. The benign one was protruded into the lumen of the trachea and had the right shape, smooth surface, and homogeneous structure.
Malignant lesions were characterized by the presence in the lumen of lumpy tumor masses and the disappearance of the annular structure due to the destruction of cartilage. Peribronchial, paratracheal growth was determined by the narrowing of the lumen with the disappearance of the ring-shaped cartilaginous structures.
1.4 Discussion

The study showed that complex analysis of VB, post-processing images, and native MSCT data allowed obtaining additional information about TBS in lung cancer, secondary lesions, and benign tumors. In contrast to the previous studies, when only the method of VB fly-through was used, it does not allow to agree with the opinion of the authors about the limited possibilities of VB in lung pathology [9, 10]. Most of the studies on VB are based on individual clinical observations and literature data [10, 11, 14, 15]. Our study was conducted on the basis of the analysis of significant clinical material with the development of semiotic signs of TBS lesions and assessment of the diagnostic value of VB methods of their combined analysis with the results of native MSCT. Overall, our opinion about the necessity of wide application in clinical practice CT VB coincides with the result of the work appeared in recent years [11, 13, 15].

1.5 Conclusion

Virtual bronchoscopy of multispiral computed tomography has the possibilities of multiplanar and volumetric reconstructions, post-processing image processing optimal method of diagnosis, determining the probable nature of tumor lesions of the trachea, the prevalence of the process, both outside the body and secondary invasions. In some cases, in stenotic lesions of the trachea, MSCT VB becomes the method of choice in assessing the prevalence of the process. Virtual modeling of intraluminal tracheal tumor, with the data about the surrounding tissues, provides valuable information for the planning of radical treatment.
2. Virtual bronchoscopy multislice computer tomography at traumatic damage of a primary bronchus

2.1 Introduction

Injuries of main bronchi (MB) result from traumatic injury of lungs, as a rule, are combined with injuries of bones of a thorax area. The full separation MB rather rarely complication at a thorax injury can be met in 1–3% of cases. In 80% of patients, the rupture comes at the level of bifurcation of a trachea or within 4–2.5 cm from bifurcation of a trachea. Ruptures of MB tubes are met more often on the right. Depending on the severity of the injury, various degrees of damage to the main bronchus are observed—from a small tear to a complete rupture with a divergence of its fragments (partial or complete rupture) are observed [18–20]. The most common clinical manifestations of rupture are chest pain and cough, often accompanied by hemoptysis, shortness of breath, cyanosis due to intense pneumothorax with lung collapse and mediastinal displacement, possible presence of emphysema of the soft tissues of the chest wall and in the neck, and retraction of intercostal spaces. In complicated cases, the presence of intense mediastinal emphysema with extrapericardial cardiac tamponade is noted [21]. Existence or absence of pneumothorax and emphysema generally depends on character and localization of a wound MB. In cases of intrapleural ruptures of the primary and lobar bronchi, there is a tension pneumothorax. At a rupture of a primary bronchus, the lung is switched off from function of breath [22].

Diagnosis of traumatic damages of MB in patients with a thorax injury is a task of tactics of patient treatment; prevention of heavy complications depends on early identification of a rupture of bronchial tubes and a trachea [23]. A MSCT with intravenous administration of a contrast agent the leading noninvasive diagnostic method of consequences of blunt injury of thorax, including their traumatic damage (separation) of a bronchial tube [24–26]. In available literature, studies about the role of the VB of MSCT at traumatic injuries of MB are not found.

2.2 Materials and methods of the research

Data of the VB of MSCT of 10 patients with traumatic injuries of MB as a result of the combined injuries of a thorax—falling from height—3 patients, car accidents—4 patients, and motorcycle—2 patients were analyzed. All patients were brought to the clinic of institute for carrying out reconstructive operations on a primary bronchus from ambulance where they were brought directly after a trauma and received primary medical care and anti-shock therapy.

In seven patients, the rupture was right, and in three, left MB took place (RMB; LMB). The closed pneumothorax took place in eight and opened in two patients. At physical checkup, the expressed dyspnea amplifying at loading, percussion - obtusion of a pulmonary sound, lack of breath. When conducting pneumoscintigraphy with TC-99 m-Makrotekh, a decrease in the size of the lung reduced diffuse inhomogeneous accumulation of the radiotracer at the affected side. The total function of the affected lung was 17–21% and left 82–87%; the difference was 65–66% and violation of 3–4 violation stage capillary blood flow. Capillary blood flow in the intact lung was not disturbed. Traumatic rupture of the MB in all patients is accompanied by fractures of the ribs with displacement on the side of the lesion and hemopneumothorax. All patients underwent reconstructive surgery-isolated resection of the damaged main bronchus with the imposition of tracheobronchial anastomosis. CT with bolus gain of 80–100 ml of the radiopaque medium was carried out on AquilionONE CT scanner (320-slice). Data of native MSCT were
supplemented with 3D-volume, multiplanar reconstruction, MinIP mode, and the VB of fly-through at the earlier described technique [4–6, 26]. Controls were carried out in 14–15 days after the transfer from resuscitation to chamber and 40 and more days after operation. Data of the VB of fly-through were compared with results of a bronchofibroscopy (BFS).

2.3 Results of the research

Native MSCT revealed a collapsed lung and a stump MB was defined. Shift of a mediastinum towards the injured lung and existence in a pleural cavity of nonuniform liquid content (with a density up to 45 HU) were noted. The break of MB was defined at distance of 4–30 mm from bifurcation of a trachea—at this length below a carina, the stump of MB tied from tracheas, distal lumen MB, and lobar and segmental bronchi were not visualized. There was hemo, pneumothorax, fractures of ribs, a humeral bone, in 3 - hypoderemic emphysema. MSCT with contrast enhancement—the vascular peduncle of the affected lung was safe (Figure 10). VB fly-through in all patients revealed various localization break of a primary bronchus through which the pleural cavity with the collapsed lung and existence of level of liquid in a hemithorax were seen. In the area of a rupture, all patients had an uneven bronchial tube stump perimeter because of the “fragmentary” nature of damage (Figure 11a, b).

At survey of a trachea, a carina, a contralateral MB, and its branching of data for pathological changes were not revealed. According to FBS data localization, the extent and the nature of the line of a rupture of MB coincided with results of the VB (Figure 11c). 3D volume, multiplanar reconstruction, and the image of TBS in MinIP mode significantly supplemented the localizations given by MSCT and VB fly-through in identification, prevalence of traumatic damages, and planning of operation.

Thus, a complex of techniques of the MSCT and VB allowed giving full information about a condition of a trachea, macrostructural changes of the injured MB, and secondary complications of a lung, to receive virtual model of a zone of interest for planning of an operation. Data of MSCT with contrast enhancement and

Figure 10.
The fallen down lung are visualized his safe vascular leg, mediastinum shift to the right, liquid in a pleural cavity, hypodermic emphysema on the right.
Figure 11.
a. VB of fly-through – break of the right main bronchial tube, liquid level in the right hemithorax, the “fragmentary” nature of the line of a rupture of a bronchial tube (shooter). b. The same patient close-up, the edge of the collapsed lung (arrow) (A). The trachea, carina is not damaged (B). Navigator (C). c. FBS – data on an internal macrostructure of a stump of a bronchial tube, area of a gap is distinctly traced, a condition of tracheas and LMB coincide with results of the VB.
multiplanar reconstruction specified a condition of a vascular lung peduncle on the party of defeat, a complication from a bone skeleton of a thorax, availability of liquid in a pleural cavity, and pneumothorax options.

In 14–20 days after surgical treatment patient control MSCT at an operated lung was carried out; a small amount of air was found in a pleural cavity. At MSCT, it was defined that the lumen of the reconstructed MB was shortened, narrowed, and deformed in the area of an anastomosis. Air filling the lung, MB, and segmental bronchi was restored, the lung completely filling hemithorax. The lumen of the reconstructed bronchial tube was narrowed in the area of reconstruction (Figure 12).

MSCT control in four and more months after operation in all patients revealed that the lung was completely normalized, and air and liquid in a pleural cavity were absent. The VB stated restoration of a lumen of a main bronchus with existence of deformation of a lumen in the area of an anastomosis. Similar data on a macrostructure of a zone of an anastomosis were obtained at FBS (Figure 13a, b).

2.4 Discussion

As shown, the conducted research of the VB of MSCT gives the chance of a visual estimation of a macrostructure of area of a posttraumatic rupture of MB and assessment of a condition of a trachea and bronchial tubes of a contralateral lung. The comparison of data of FBS and VB showed their full identity in visualization of anatomy of an internal surface of TBS that allows in believing that the VB of MSCT can be a method of choice in monitoring of dynamics of post-operational changes of the reconstructed MB. Combined analysis of the reconstruction of native CT and 3D images in MinIP mode allows studying also an external wall of a bronchial tube that is inaccessible to FBS. VB allows creating a virtual model of area of reconstructive intervention that plays an important role in its planning. As we noted in the introduction, studies on VB traumatic damage to the main bronchi of the lung us were not found in available literature (except the clinical observation published by us) [27, 28].
2.5 Conclusion

At traumatic damages of TBS techniques of the VB MSCT allow to define damages of primary bronchi with high precision, to carry out monitoring of efficiency of reconstructive operations. The combined analysis of multiplanar reconstruction, post-processing, 3D images, and the VB of fly-through allows estimating both internal and external walls of a bronchial tube, to receive the virtual image of reconstructive intervention zone.
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